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In Romans, the Apostle Paul unfolds Godâ€™s way to righteousnessâ€•how we can be reconciled to

God and transformed into the people He means us to be. Sin, salvation, grace, death, and

resurrectionâ€•no other biblical book illumines so many classic, life-changing truths.The 20 sessions

of this Bible study on the book of Romans will help you understand the bookâ€™s historical context,

purpose, structure, and meaningâ€•and apply its powerful, relevant wisdom to your needs and

issues. Includes study aids and discussion questions. If using in a group, personal study is needed

between meetings.
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This book is an excellent study for small groups to dive into. Most of us look at the book of Romans

as just "scripture". This book (Romans: Life Change Series) allows you to sudy the book of Romans

as a personal letter that Paul wrote to the community in Rome. This study book will truly help you

and/or your small group understand "the righteousness of God" by revealing that all people are

related to God in the terms of wrath or love.

This guide is easy to follow and idiot proof. It includes specific questions for every reading with

optional questions to do in a study group. It also has several specific additional scripture readings

throughout the lessons. Further, it begins with background information about Paul and the Church of

Rome.



Our bible study group has been looking for a new study and Romans seemed to be just what we

needed. We always come away with new insights and it's in part because of the format of this book.

It helps us to think and encourages everyone to participate and dig deeper. We will be buying more

study books from this publisher.

This is a great study. The questions are thoughtful and there is ample room to write responses.

Excellent definitions are given of the original meanings of key words. Furthermore, there are really

good questions on the side margin to explore other thoughts.

Had a lot more writing in it than expected. I've gotten used books before with not as much wear or

writing in them. The condition of the outside could have been better as well. But the study itself is

great. I love NavPress. They have great studies for most books of The Bible. Great commentary as

well and discussion questions.

This Bible Study is excellent for small groups. It allows independent study but provides lots of helps

and insights into the book.

Definitely better when used in a group setting. If you get it for yourself I doubt you will be challenged

enough to benefit from it.

These are my favorite Bible study tools. This teaches you what questions you should ask yourself

as you wok through a text. Has also been great for others in my Bible study.
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